Dialogue among cultures: Europe and the Mediterranean
Palermo, 2-4 March 2018.
Dialogue among cultures: Europe and the Mediterranean

- A week-long festival on dialogue among cultures with focus on the relation between European and Mediterranean / Middle Eastern cultures
- A Debate on European policies for culture as an instrument for development, integration and sustainability and for the human right to mobility
- European Music Festival
- Migrarti festival: cartoon, film, theatre, music
- Documentary film festival
- Performance festival
Your contribution

• Suggest a prominent European personality as speaker for the Debate on European policies (Edgar Morin, Dario Franceschini, Leoluca Orlando, Jack Lang – tbc)

• Propose:
  • a performance,
  • a book presentation,
  • a lectio magistralis,

... or other event

• Contribute ideas

for the week long multi-cultural, multi-ethnical, multi-expression festival
Contacts:

Municipality of Palermo
Andrea CUSUMANO, Councilor for culture
• andrea.cusumano@comune.palermo.it
Sergio FORCIERI, Director of Culture
• s.forcieri@comune.palermo.it

MiBACT
Cristina LOGLIO, Minister’s counsellor for EYCH
• cristina.loglio@beniculturali.it
Giuliana DE FRANCESCO, EYCH national coordinator
• giuliana.defrancesco@beniculturali.it